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To all whom it may concern: o 
Be it known that I, PETER STUART, a citi. 

zen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Ireland, residing at Edinburgh, in the 
county of Mid-Lothian, Scotland, have invent. 
ed a new and useful Improvement in Compos 
ite. Pavement, of which the following is a speci 
fication. 
My improvement is especially, though not 

exclusively, intended for application to side 
walks; and it consists in the formation in the 
surface of pavements of depressions of such a 
character that in stepping thereon the press 
ure of the feet will expel the air, causing a 
partial vacuum, which, supplementing the me 

operate to afford an additional hold to the 
feet and prevent slipping. This beneficial ef. 
fect is greater when the pavement is wet, at 
which time pavements as ordinarily construct 
ed with smooth or grooved surfaces are more than usually slippery. 

In the accompanying drawings, Figure l is 
a plan view of a section of pavement illustrat 
ing my invention. Fig. 2 is a vertical section 
of the same. 
A represents blocks of pavement-stach, for 

example, as described in Letters Patent of the 
United States No. 248,526, granted to me the 
18th of October, 1881, and No. 259,059, the 6th 
of June, 1882. 
B B represent pits or depressions, which I 

prefer to form rectangular on the upper sur. 

face and tapering downward to points, thus 
constituting inverted pyramids. 
preferred, be of round or any other form which 
adapts them to operate in the manner de 
scribed; but they must necessarily be of lim. 
ited area, preferably not more than one-fourth 

They may, if 35 

inch in diameter, and must be of substantially 4o 
even or level margin, and without grooves or 
extensions, which would permit the passage of 
air when the top of the aperture is covered by 
the foot. They are preferably not more than 
half an inch apart, so that a number of them 
may be under the sole of the foot at once; but 
of course the invention is not limited to a spe 
cific distance, so long as they are sufficiently 
near to have the effect described. 
This invention is applicable to artificial stone 

of all kinds, and to asphalt and all other kinds of plastic or composite pavements. 
Having thus described my invention, the fol 

lowing is what I claim as new therein and de 
sire to secure by Letters Patent 
A composite pavement formed with circular, 

square, or analogous depressions of equal or 
nearly equal diameter in each direction, and 
with even or level margin on the pavement 
surface, to adapt them to operate in the manner. 6o 
described. 

PETER STUART, 
Witnesses: 

OCTAVIUS KNIGHT, 
HARRY E. KNIGHT. 
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